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Abstract

The science of lung ultrasound has grown tremendously over the last two decades and lung ultrasound has not only entered the mainstream of point of care ultrasound but has become a dominant topic. Understanding lung ultrasound signs and artifacts is critical to being able to correlate findings with actual pathology and normal anatomy and physiology. Investigators have described multiple lung ultrasound artifacts and findings and it is important to understand both the physics and anatomic basis behind them. Additionally, ultrasound machine use and transducer selection can significantly affect results obtained on patient during an examination and the provider must carefully choose the correct settings. This manuscript describes the state of the art in ultrasound artifact recognition and correlation as well as management of ultrasound technology to optimize diagnostic success.
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Introduction

In years gone by examination of patients with pulmonary disorders rested essentially on a clinician’s bedside physical examination, of auscultation and percussion, complimented with blood gas analysis and X-ray imaging. Lung ultrasound has emerged into this context as a real-time bedside procedure, delivering information relevant to the clinician’s differential diagnosis. A large part of sonographic lung examination involves the interpretation of artefacts, thus knowledge of the origin of typical artefacts is important. Although indirect sonographic signs, nonetheless reliable conclusions on the condition of the lung can be inferred. Particularly the of quantity and distribution of B-lines can establish important assessment of the cause and degree of fluid load within the interstitium.

All focused ultrasound investigations, including bedside lung ultrasound, allow symptom evaluation considering multiple organ-systems yet with minimal time delay. Such integration of imaging with clinical assessment and treatment is called Point-of-Care Ultrasound (POCUS) and should be understood as an extension of the physical examination. POCUS offers a unique but crucial role, integrating clinical and other imaging findings, including cardiac ultrasound (echocardiography), chest radiography, and computed tomography (CT) scans is crucial, which alone may lack the required accuracy.

The emergence of differences in approach to lung sonography, technique and nomenclature, provided the
Incentive for a consensus process examining six major areas; terminology, technology, technique, clinical outcomes, cost effectiveness and future research. A scientific pathway process was followed, to generate evidence-based guidelines with recommendations for clinical lung ultrasound applications [1]. B-line artefacts and their use have been recently described in detail [2].

In this review in addition to a series of papers about point of care ultrasound [3,4], lung ultrasonography [5,6], mediastinal ultrasound [7-10] and artefacts [2,11-15] we discuss the prominent role of the particular artefacts of lung sonography answering differential-diagnostic questions in patients with cardio-pulmonary diseases.

**Lung artefacts**

1. **Introduction into artefacts**

* B-mode ultrasound (grey scale)

**Definition**

Artefacts are unintentionally generated phenomena, a discrepancy between assumptions and reality due to method-based and system-inherent image errors. Causes of image errors may relate to equipment defects requiring repair of the technology, or interference from within or outside, including those caused by the examiner or other influencing factors. Real artefacts must be understood to be interpreted correctly. Reduced depth penetration or low resolution in the near field may be improved by changes of the transducer frequency, persistence and other maneuvers. Attenuation of sound propagation is perhaps also an artefact as it can be compensated for by depth gain adjustment [11,16].

Primarily artefacts should be named according to their underlying mechanism (e.g., reverberation caused by mirroring) and secondarily according to the imaging features (appearance), e.g., comet-tail artifact. Recent consensus recommendations termed the comet-tail artifact, caused by reverberation at the pleura line, as the ‘B line artefact’. Alternative terms should be avoided to reduce confusion.

**Assumptions**

The pulse-echo principles and assumptions made by ultrasound machines explain artifact formation. Important physical principles include “differences in impedance” on the surface from one anatomical structure to another, result in differences of echo amplitude and intensity (strength). Put simply, the transmitted pulse generates reflections and scatter at acoustic boundary surfaces. Several important assumptions occur within the ultrasound machine processing including; a straight line of a constant sound propagation speed of 1540 m/s without any interactions or deviation in both directions, a validated assumption only before and after reflection; that image reconstruction time is continuous and negligible (without any interruptions); that sound attenuation is equal at every image depth over the entire ultrasound image; that a one-dimensional sound lobe line with a defined and limited length has no other dimension (no thickness or width); and that echo amplitude and intensity (strength) depend only upon the anatomical structures from which they are reflected (back scatter). Artefacts caused by the assumptions and discrepancies of the true dimensions of sound lobes are called slice-thickness artefacts, e.g., in the case of width bow artefacts [11,16].

**Mirror artefacts**

Mirror artefacts are particularly important in lung ultrasound and can be explained by the physical principles of mirroring of light (highly reflective, large objects in relation to the wavelength). They vary according to changes of the shape, surface and sound semi-permeability of the mirror, the angle between the sound beam and mirror surface, and occur as axial (A- and B-lines) and non-axial mirroring (according to the rules of geometry). Axial mirroring is caused by pulse-echo reverberations multiply reflected back and forth between two reflective surfaces. Reflections can occur between two reflective surfaces, or one surface and the transducer. Axial mirroring can be identified and reduced by changing the insonation angle or compression with the transducer.

Real anatomical structures shift in the same direction whereas axial mirror artefacts shift in the opposite direction. Compound and harmonic imaging reduces such artefacts. The respectively rough and smooth surfaces using M-mode explain the differences of the normal lung (so-called seashore sign) and pneumothorax with the so-called barcode-sign (if there are no pathological changes of the pleural line). In the case of very small and strong echogenic structures (e.g., air, metal, calcifications or cholesterol particles) reverberation results in comet-tail or ring down artefacts depending on the size of the particle [17]. Ring down artefacts are explained by resonance (“vibration” with signal extension) due to fluid between gas bubbles, metal and other structures [11,16].

**Range ambiguities**

So-called range ambiguities occur when the pulse-echoes travel beyond the set depth penetration with reflection of resulting echoes too close to the transducer.

**Color Doppler imaging**

**Definition**

Color Doppler imaging allows display of the (averaged) relative velocity (variance) and direction of blood flow (“color Doppler velocity”). The Doppler signal strength of the blood stream can be displayed using so-called “power Doppler” or “color Doppler energy” [11,16].
Assumptions
Doppler signals are generated only by the contents of the blood vessels (and not by tissue structures).

2. Lung artefacts
According to international consensus, relatively few lung artefacts are important for the diagnosis of (interstitial) lung diseases [1]. The recognition of B-line artefacts (BLA) gives additional information, for example excluding the presence of a pneumothorax.

Pathophysiology
The pathophysiological changes within the interstitial tissues necessary to generate diffuse BLA with ultrasound have been identified by CT studies as abnormalities of the secondary pulmonary lobule including: thickening of the interlobular septa, areas of ground-glass opacity, and diffuse alveolar opacities [18,19]. These abnormalities are seen in a variety of interstitial lung conditions, characterized by the presence of interstitial fluid, cellular infiltration and fibrosis. Experts grouped the diffuse pulmonary conditions that may produce similar BLA (multiple, diffuse and bilateral BLA on ultrasound) into three main categories: extravascular lung water (EVLW) due to increased hydrostatic pressure or increased capillary bed permeability, infections causing interstitial inflammation or fibrosis, and infiltrative processes of the interstitium [1].

Soldati et al [20] considered the ‘spongy’ nature of the lung in its liquid and solid components and the changes that take place in peripheral airspace geometry, which might be the key to understanding these phenomena. From animal experiments, they concluded that airspace geometry, frothy nature and porosity are the determinants of the different behaviour of ultrasound wave interactions with the sub pleural lung parenchyma. Chest ultrasound may be interpreted as an indirect ‘estimator’ of lung porosity [20].

“Ring down” artefacts, appear as a solid streak of parallel bands radiating away from air bubbles and so differ in pathophysiological mechanism from “comet tail” artefacts. However, ring down artefacts rarely present a problem of differentiation with BLA, which are often significant when multiple, close to each other and repetitive, whereas the ring down artefacts are usually isolated or few in number. Visualization of isolated BLA, or multiple BLA separated by more than 7 mm in a single scan, as well as the appearance of ring down artefacts, is considered a normal finding [1].

A-line artefact (ALA)
A-line artefacts (ALA) are defined as horizontal linear artefacts in the lung image, repeating the same chest wall to pleural line distance. This reverberation phenomenon is due to a mirror effect generated by a normal (or enhanced) balance of subpleural air, which blocks the propagation of the ultrasound beam. A pattern showing a normal lung surface, typically associated to lung sliding, with horizontal repetitions of the pleural line is called A-pattern (fig 1). Lung sliding is a to-and-fro movement at the pleural line occurring with ventilation. ALA without sliding may indicate free air in the pleural space. Correlation with other signs is necessary to conclude a pneumothorax is present [21].

Other lung artefacts
Other lung artefacts have been described but they have much less use for lung ultrasound and should be avoided [1]. E-lines are a sign of subcutaneous emphysema (E for emphysema) and are long vertical artefacts similar distinguishable from BLA, as they do not arise from the pleural line [22]. Finally, alveolar consolidations are shown as the presence of anechoic or tissue-like subpleural structures [23].

Examining lung artefacts
The ultrasound examination consists of bilateral scanning of the anterior and lateral chest walls performed on patients in a supine or near to supine position, which is often mandatory in the emergency setting. This standardized position has the advantage of being applicable in any condition [24]. Each hemithorax should be examined from apex to base in three well defined regions: anterior infraclavicular, midlateral on the midaxillary line, and posterobasal subscapular regions [21] (fig 2). The consensus process defined the basic eight region sonographic technique and the criteria for a positive scan and positive examination. In the critically ill, a more rapid anterior two-region scan may be sufficient to rule out the interstitial syndrome in cardiogenic acute pulmonary edema. In acutely decompensated heart failure, semi-quantification of the severity of congestion can be calculated by counting the total number of BLA (28 scanning site technique) or the number of positive scans (eight region technique) [1].
BLA are best visualized during a real time examination, because some are less pronounced on frozen sonograms. A positive region is defined by the presence of three or more BLA in a longitudinal (intercostal) plane. A positive exam is defined by the presence of two or more positive regions bilaterally when the examination is performed on 4 anterolateral chest areas per side. BLA can be used to diagnose, semiquantify severity and exclude diseases.

Occasionally and depending on the specific setting and patient condition, other direct ultrasound findings should be examined (e.g., thoracic wall, pleura, pleural effusion, subpleural consolidation, diaphragm function) with the best technique available, focusing on the best detail resolution. The detailed anatomy of the diaphragm is shown in a patient with a pleural effusion.

Healthy subjects

Chiesa et al compared US appearances of the lungs in a group of healthy, non-smoking elderly subjects with those of young subjects. BLA were found in 37% of elderly subjects, but only 10% of young healthy subjects [25]. In a recently performed pilot study, we identified distinctive influencing factors on the detection and characterisation of BLA. The presence of BLA, in most cases <3 per field of view, is a normal finding especially in the elderly population. The reduction of impedance between lung parenchyma and soft tissues of the chest wall and the increased thickness of interlobular septa might explain these findings [25]. In conclusion, the normal lung is characterized by the absence, or presence of very few, BLA (less than three per field of view).

Pathological findings

Three or more BLA between two ribs in a single scan indicates a subpleural component of the interstitial syndrome. Semiquantification of BLA directly correlates with the amount of interstitial fluid in selected patients with pulmonary congestion. Scores to assess the severity of BLA have been adopted as follows: 0=none; 1=physiologic; 2=mild; 3=moderate; and 4=severe. In practice, a score of either 3 or 4 tends to increase the likelihood of a diagnosis of increased interstitial fluid, whereas a score of either 0 or 1 will decrease it [26]. For follow up examinations, it is necessary to use the same or similar technical equipment when counting BLA for the semiquantitative assessment of pulmonary diseases.

Education and training

Brattain et al developed algorithms to evaluate the feasibility of diagnostic assistants to quantify BLA in a sample set of clips from one machine. Both the left and right lung fields were scanned at a depth of 18 cm, with each lung field visualized in 4 thoracic zones (anterior-superior, anterior or inferior, lateral-superior, and lateral-inferior). The algorithm addressed individual, operator, and BLA appearance variation due to particular statistical realizations of the closely spaced interfaces in lung. On the set used for algorithm development, 90% of the scores matched the average expert scores with differences of 1 or fewer BLA. The best match was achieved in computerized BLA scoring. The use of a diagnostic assistant provides value by providing: 1) an objective measurement that can aid subjective judgments, 2) an increase in the confidence of novice users to act on their findings, and 3) a training and feedback mechanism that could help maintain and build a novice user’s diagnostic skills during training [27].

Review of the literature

Ultrasound equipment

Since BLA are artefacts caused by physiologic changes in the lung parenchyma, they are potentially influenced by machine settings and signal processing. Sophisticated pre- and post-processing should be turned off if possible or limited to a minimum to allow comparability.

Cogliati et al evaluated the accuracy of lung ultrasound in the diagnosis of interstitial lung disease (ILD) and validated the use of a pocket-size US device (PS-USD) as a screening tool. Their results showed good correlation between the PS-USD and standard ultrasound equipment, even when using different probes (convex versus cardiac), and good reproducibility compared with standard US equipment [28].
Transducer

Sperandeo et al compared the BLA examinations with low-medium frequency (3.5-5.0 MHz) convex probe and high-frequency (8-12.5 MHz) linear probe. Counts of BLA were higher when convex probes were used [29]. However, other more accepted studies performed with convex probe [24], linear probe [30], cardiac probe [31] and microconvex probe [32] showed similar findings on the visualization of BLA in a variety of settings and patients and by using different machines. Microconvex 2-5 MHz transducer was recommended by Lichtenstein et al because this transducer provides an extended view of the pleural surface and penetrated deeply enough to verify the characteristic of vertical artefacts. The abdominal probe at 3-5 MHz has the advantage of coupling a wider field of view of the pleura and detection of deep structures [24].

Depth of penetration

The higher the frequency the lower the penetration but other factors also influence the depth of penetration, e.g., harmonic imaging. BLA look different at different levels, depending on the frequency and transducer shape used. The depth of penetration should be standardised to 4 - 8 cm starting from the pleura line (depending on the frequency used).

Focus

The focus of the image should be set at the level of the pleural line, focusing the most energy for reflection and reverberating. The use of multifoci is discouraged since less relative energy is encountered at the pleural line.

Preprocessing and postprocessing

Tissue harmonic imaging, compound imaging, different pre- and post-processing techniques, filters and interpolation algorithms can alter the appearance of BLA.

Comment

Indeed, there is the possibility that visualization of BLA may vary by changing technical adjustments, machines and probes. However, there are two points to consider regarding this hypothesis. The first is that the normal adjustment of the lung image should be optimized simply by regulating the gain and all the other basic settings. Image optimization is often intuitively used in general ultrasound, which is true also for lung ultrasound. In the aerated lung, the pleural line should be well visualized. The focus should be set at the level of the pleural line and the subpleural zone adjusted for optimal imaging showing the typical granular echoic aspect, regardless of the probe and frequency used. Many manufacturers offer features for consistent and reproducible image quality and reduced operator strain. The Tissue equalization mode was used in our pilot study and provides single-button optimization for 2D imaging. However, the validity of these automated programs on the optimization of lung imaging, should be further investigated and discussed.

The second consideration is that a slight variability in the number of visible BLA may have no influence on the final diagnostic adjudication. Indeed, the diagnostic cut-offs set in BLA visualization are based on a rough count of a minimum number of artefacts in a single scan and the number and distribution of positive scans. Thus, slight changes in the single visualization of BLA may rarely affect the final diagnosis. This is also true for more sophisticated monitoring techniques, such as the one used for monitoring pulmonary congestion, based on a rough count of the percentage of the scan occupied by BLA [33]. However, new studies are needed to verify the exact influence of diverse adjustments, machines, probes and frequencies on the image generation of BLA, focalized on whether these changes may effectively bias the diagnostic criteria in lung ultrasound. In the specific pneumology setting, such as the high resolution imaging study of pulmonary fibrosis, these influencing factors may be of more importance than in the emergency setting.

Are BLA reproducible?

Adults

Agricola et al obtained intra- and inter-observer variability of 3.1 % and 4.4 %, on 280 scans performed by two operators [31]. Boussuges et al obtained interobserver variability < 5%, on 1890 scans performed by two operators [34]. Fagenholz et al. obtained “excellent agreement” on 308 scans [35]. Jambrik et al obtained intra- and inter-observer variability of 5.1% and 7.4%, on 560 scans performed by two operators [36]. Liteplo et al obtained an interobserver reliability Cohen kappa index of 0.82 on 800 scans performed by several operators with different skill levels and expertise [37]. Mallamaci et al obtained an inter-observer concordance index of 0.96 on 672 scans [38]. Volpicelli et al obtained inter-observer variability of 4.9 % on 192 scans performed by 5 operators [24]. In a recently published large multicenter study, Pivetta et al obtained a Kappa statistic for agreement of 0.94 on 1200 scans performed by several operators, reviewed by an expert and two residents with limited training [39]. In the same study, intraobserver agreement was 0.97 for the expert operator and 0.92 for the physicians with limited training.

Anderson et al demonstrated that there is substantial or near perfect interobserver reliability among emergency sonologists using 3 different definitions for quantifying BLA in a single intercostal space. Among these methods, using percentages of rib spaces covered by fused BLA and counting the BLA at the instant of highest incidence, result in higher reliability [40]. Sperandeo et al investigated the clinical applicability of transthoracic lung ultrasound (TLUS) in the diagnosis and follow up of community-acquired pneumonia (CAP). Concerning the reproducibility of TLUS method, no reader’s bias was present. Overall
variability and between subject variability (inter-reader agreement) did not show any difference between readers and estimated within-subject variability (intra-reader agreement) suggested a high repeatability of the method [41]. Gullette et al concluded that interobserver agreement was best in the anterior/superior thoracic zones followed by the lateral/superior zones for both expert/expert and expert/novice pairs. Agreement in the lateral/inferior lung zones was overall inferior. Intrarater agreement was highest at extreme high or low numbers of BLA [42].

BLA are highly reproducible and identifying them is easy to learn by operators with different skill and expertise.

Geriatric patients

The senile lung is characterized by mild changes on ultrasound and CT. Chest areas positive for BLA increase with age and focally multiple BLA can be found. However diffuse patterns, especially in symptomatic subjects, suggest a different diagnosis [43].

Children

Lung ultrasound is non-ionizing, which is especially important in infants who carry a higher risk of cancer from exposure to radiation than older patients [44]. Martelius et al compared the amount of BLA on sonography to the extent of parenchymal changes on computed tomography (CT) in children. They concluded that the number of BLA on sonography correlates with the extent of parenchymal changes on CT. Various parenchymal changes were seen in patients with BLA. BLA were more frequently seen in patients with no changes on CT when imaged during general anaesthesia [45].

The use of BLA in clinical practice

As mentioned above, it is crucial to know the current complaints, clinical condition, medical history, physical examination and imaging findings to interpret ultrasound findings of the thorax and lung. In other words, does the severity of the patient’s clinical condition correlate with the extension and diffuse pattern of BLA? This question should always be answered before taking bedside decisions based on lung ultrasound BLA findings [46]. The meaning of BLA, which is by definition a sign with low specificity, may dramatically change.

Which diseases can be differentiated using BLA?

BLA diagnoses a loss of peripheral lung aeration due to interstitial disease involvement, but considering only BLA it is not possible to differentiate the cause. BLA appear with pulmonary edema (diffusely and homogeneously distributed), lung contusions, pneumonia and acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) most commonly (typically focally or inhomogeneously distributed). If ARDS is diffuse, it can appear like pulmonary edema and potentially so too can bilateral lung contusions. While they have been reported in pulmonary edema, pulmonary fibrosis, pneumonia, or acute respiratory distress syndrome, single focal BLA can also be observed in healthy individuals [47]. However when integrated with clinical decision making, one can differentiate pulmonary edema, ARDS, interstitial pneumonia, pulmonary fibrosis, lung contusions and others.

The presence of multiple diffuse bilateral BLA indicates the interstitial syndrome and the number of lines increases with decreasing air content and increasing lung density. Causes of the interstitial syndrome include [1]: pulmonary edema of various causes (including cardio- genic pulmonary edema and ARDS), interstitial pneumonia or pneumonitis, and diffuse parenchymal lung disease (pulmonary fibrosis).

Lung artefacts and BLA in congestive heart failure

Facchini et al evaluated patients with heart failure for the number of BLA at TLUS, along with other non-invasive methods for identification of pulmonary congestion (fig 3). Their results showed thoracic fluid content (TFC) value ≥ 35/kΩ and BLA ≥ 15 had the best sensitivity (87%) and specificity (93%) for its detection. Using at least two indices improved sensitivity and specificity [47]. BLA significantly correlated with more established parameters of chronic heart failure. BLA and their changes after therapy correlated with chest x-ray water score. A B-line cutoff ≥15 provided a quick and reliable assessment of decompensation in outpatients with significant pulmonary congestion (sensitivity 85%, specificity 83%) [48].

Dyspnea is the most common and distressing symptom of patients with heart failure. Fifty-eight outpatients with moderate to severe heart failure were prospectively studied using a 5-point Likert scale for dyspnea evaluation in comparison to the degree of pulmonary congestion. They determined the prognostic value of this scale for predicting adverse events in heart failure outpatients. TLUS with ≥15 BLA were used as reference for pulmonary congestion. A higher degree of dyspnea (3 or 4 points on the 5-point Likert scale) significantly correlated with a higher number of BLA. A symptom scale
with BLA assessment could help distinguish patients in the same functional class and predict clinical outcomes during follow up [49].

Exercise induced pulmonary edema during deep apnoea diving at sea level could be evaluated using LUS and BLA [50]. High intensity intermittent exercise led to an increase in BLA at altitude after subacute exposure but not during acute exposure at equivalent simulated altitude. This may indicate pulmonary interstitial edema due to prolonged exposure to exercise at altitude. This phenomenon seems to be dependent to the length of exposure and exercise [51].

In the acute presentation critically ill patient, absence of BLA correlates better with low extravascular lung water than low wedge pressure [52]. This phenomenon indicates that the strength of BLA evaluation to provide insight into the pulmonary interstitium and to differentiate a condition of pure hemodynamic congestion from pulmonary interstitial edema.

Some studies indicate good correlation between the number of BLA and the grade of pulmonary edema. In patients admitted with acute dyspnoea, a semi-quantification of BLA correlated significantly with N-terminal B-type natriuretic peptide (NT-proBNP) values. The accuracy of BLA in predicting the cardiac origin of dyspnoea is high [24,35,53]. Increased extravascular lung water (EVLW) is the main determinant of multiple and diffuse BLA on chest ultrasonography. BLA changed with exposure to high altitude in a parabolic-like pattern within the first 72 h, and have been correlated with time of exposure, gender and SpO2, but not with NT-proBNP. Appearance of multiple BLA during exposure to altitude seems to reflect an individual’s response to hypobaric hypoxia and represents a clinically relevant ultrasound sign predicting high altitude pulmonary edema (HAPE) [54]. In the cardiology setting, diffuse and multiple BLA represent a bedside ultrasound pattern of extravascular lung water, more frequently associated with left ventricular diastolic and/or systolic dysfunction. BLA can usefully integrate the clinical and pathophysiological information provided by conventional 2D and Doppler echocardiography, in patients with suspected heart failure and dyspnoea as a presenting symptom [55,56]. BLA resolution appears to occur in real time as fluid is removed from the body and this change was statistically significant in hemodialysis and acute decompensated heart failure. These data support thoracic ultrasound as a useful and potentially superior method for evaluating real time changes in EVLW and in assessing a patient’s physiologic response to the removal of fluid [57].

Agricola et al investigated the BLA number in pulmonary edema in comparison to wedge pressure and concluded that the presence and number of BLA images provide reliable information on interstitial pulmonary edema. Therefore, bedside point-of-care ultrasonography represents an attractive, easy to use diagnostic tool for assessing both cardiac function and pulmonary congestion [58]. Monitoring pulmonary congestion is a validated technique in heart failure patients. A semi-quantification of BLA is based on a rough count of the percentage of the image occupied by the artefacts, that may be 0, 50% or 100%, calculated on the sum of the whole chest observation of 28 rib spaces [33].

**Interstitial lung diseases**

The ultrasound assessment of interstitial lung diseases (ILD) is determined by the presence and semi-quantification of BLA. Hasan, et al evaluated 61 patients with ILD and assessed the presence of BLA and the distance between them. All patients had diffuse bilateral BLA [59]. The distance between each of the two adjacent BLA correlated with the severity of disease on chest HRCT, where B3 (the distance was 3 mm) correlated with ground glass opacity and B7 (the distance was 7 mm) correlated with extensive fibrosis and honeycombing. In addition, the distance between BLA inversely correlated with FVC (forced vital capacity), TLC (total lung capacity), DLCO (diffusion capacity for carbon monoxide) and PaO2 (partial arterial oxygen pressure). Multiple BLA seem to be useful in the first assessment of ILD. Ultrasound is able to detect early stages of pulmonary changes and subclinical lung involvement [59].

Cogliati C et al evaluated the accuracy of lung ultrasound in the diagnosis of ILD in patients with rheumatoid arthritis (RA) and validated the use of lung ultrasound as a screening tool to predict pulmonary involvement in the disease. The sensitivity and specificity of standard lung ultrasound vs HRCT were 92% and 56%, respectively. A BLA score was significantly correlated with HRCT score (r=0.806). The strong correlation between echographic and HRCT scores indicates that lung ultrasound is a valid tool for grading and follow-up of ILD [28].

Patients with a diagnosed systemic connective tissue disease require regular monitoring for interstitial lung disease. Buda et al described the criteria for pulmonary fibrosis and the degree of the severity of fibrosis during the course of interstitial lung disease, through transthoracic lung ultrasound. BLA were observed in 92.3% and the authors specified three types of the observed artefacts: single BLA (≤3 per one scan), numerous BLA (≥4 per one scan), white lung. Single B line artefacts occurred only in the lower fields. Numerous B line artefacts were observed in 69.3% of patients from the group tested, mostly in the lower fields. They suggested a BLA cut-off value of BLA ≥4 as the criteria for pulmonary fibrosis in transthoracic
Focal interstitial syndrome

The focal interstitial syndrome can be detected in many conditions and is especially associated with pleuritic pain. Gehmacher et al described patients with pleurisy showing a rough irregular appearance of the pleura in 89% of cases, with small subpleural consolidations in 64% and a localized effusion in 64% [62]. The sensitivity, specificity, positive, and negative predictive values and accuracy of LUS in the diagnosis of radio-occult lesions was 94.7%, 96.7%, 94.7%, 96.7%, and 95.9%, respectively.

Other studies showed that in patients with pleuritic pain of unknown cause, real time LUS enables the diagnosis of radio-occult lung and pleural lesions [63,64]. Eighteen percent of patients with lung contusion were found to have lung consolidation [65], but a focal interstitial syndrome may be in itself, a sufficiently reliable early sign of contusion [64]. A focal sonographic pattern of the interstitial syndrome may also be seen at the margin of pneumonia, in pulmonary infarction, atelectasis and neoplasia. Therefore, it is necessary to consider the focal interstitial syndrome within the context of the history and clinical findings.

Pneumonia

Meta-analyses confirm that pneumonia can be diagnosed using lung ultrasound [21,66] (fig 5). Caiulo et al described the ultrasonographic appearance of community acquired pneumonia at presentation and during the follow up of 102 patients with clinical signs and symptoms of pneumonia. BLA were often seen in the areas adjacent to the consolidation, probably as an expression of inflammatory perilesional edema. Pleural line abnormalities and pleural effusions were always associated with areas of confluent BLA and/or lung consolidation. During the follow up of more than 14 days, in all 59 areas of confluent BLA, a disappearance of BLA or a change in the pattern of multiple isolated BLA, was observed as a sign of lung reaeration. The authors concluded that ultrasound is a simple, reliable and radiation free imaging tool, not inferior to chest X ray, to identify pleural pulmonary alterations in children with suspected pneumonia [67]. Lung ultrasound showed a sensitivity of 96.97% and a specificity of 96.49% in predicting radio-occult pleural pulmonary lesions, and a significantly higher area under the curve (AUC) of receiver operating characteristic analysis compared with D-dimer and white blood cell count.

Systemic sclerosis

Early detection of disease manifestations like pulmonary hypertension and interstitial lung disease is of vital importance in systemic sclerosis patients. Moazed-Fuerst et al tested the reliability of lung ultrasound for the assessment of patients with systemic sclerosis.

Systemic sclerosis

Moazed-Fuerst et al tested the reliability of lung ultrasound for the assessment of patients with systemic sclerosis. About 44% of systemic sclerosis patients showed BLA appearance and pleural irregularities. Lung ultrasound might prove a suitable method for screening patients with systemic sclerosis for incipient pulmonary structural changes [68].

Gigante et al evaluated lung ultrasound in systemic sclerosis and performed a correlation analysis with high resolution CT, pulmonary function tests and clinical variables of disease. They found that the number of BLA increased with the progression of both high resolution CT score and digital vascular damage [69].

Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease

Lung ultrasound appears to be particularly useful in differentiating exacerbations of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, a condition that does not show BLA, from decompensated heart failure [22].

Acute respiratory failure

The primary diagnosis of pulmonary interstitial fluid in the emergency setting is also crucial for the differentiating between cardiogenic and non-cardiogenic factors.
determining acute respiratory failure [70]. BLA have been demonstrated as a useful primary diagnostic test in acute respiratory failure patients. In patients with acute lung injury (ALI/ARDS), a given degree of lung aeration (referring to well defined CT scan entities) corresponds to a specific ultrasound pattern. Loss of aeration can be qualitatively estimated as complete (ultrasound consolidation, corresponding to CT consolidation), or partial (coalescent BLA, corresponding to CT ground glass or multiple spaced BLA corresponding to CT interstitial edema). Four stages of lung aeration can be evidenced using LUS; 1) Normal aeration, defined as the presence of lung sliding with horizontal A lines or non-significant few BLA; 2) moderate loss of aeration, defined as the presence of multiple vertical BLA with well-defined spacing, usually due to interstitial edema or fibrosis; 3) severe loss of aeration, defined as the presence of coalescent BLA less than 3 mm apart and resulting from partial filling of alveolar spaces by pulmonary edema or confluent bronchopneumonia; 4) complete loss of aeration, defined as the presence of horizontal artefacts (ALA) as repetitive horizontal artefacts arising from the pleural line. They are generated by subpleural air, which blocks the propagation of the ultrasound beam. The normal lung surface associates lung sliding with horizontal repetitions of the pleural line, in

Monitoring (e.g., ventilated patients)

Enghard et al evaluated a four-region protocol of lung ultrasound to determine the pulmonary fluid status in ventilated patients in the intensive care unit. Lung water assessment by ultrasound using a simplified protocol showed excellent correlation with extravascular lung water index (EVLWI) over a broad range of lung hydration grades and ventilator settings. A US score >1.5 had a sensitivity and specificity of 92.1% and 91.7% for diagnosing an EVLWI above the normal value of 7 ml/kg. To identify patients with a severely increased EVLWI >15, a US score of >18.5 had a sensitivity of 92.3% and specificity of 94.6%. Thus, lung ultrasound is a useful, non-invasive tool in predicting hydration status in mechanically ventilated patients. The four region protocol is time saving, correlates well with transpulmonary thermodilution measurements and performs markedly better than chest radiography [73].

Monitoring of different states, e.g., fluid overload in hemodialysis, semi-quantification of extravascular lung water and pulmonary aeration, has been studied.

The change in BLA is rapid and BLA respond quickly to changes in lung water content. Thus, as a fluid overloaded patient is dialyzed, it is possible to track BLA resolution in real time as fluid, and therefore extravascular lung water, is removed from the body [38,57]. A significant correlation was found between the number of BLA and extra vascular water in maintenance haemodialysis (MHD) patients. The dynamic changes in BLA after hemodialysis are correlated to the changes in total body and extra vascular water, and particularly to lung fluid removal. BLA assessment in MHD patients is highly feasible with a simplified and timely scanning scheme limited to the lateral chest regions. These premises make BLA a promising biomarker for a bedside assessment of pulmonary congestion in MHD patients [74].

As a monitoring tool in a prehospital emergency setting, findings from lung ultrasound scans correspond with improved hemodynamic parameters in patients with acute decompensated heart failure (ADHF) treated with continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) compared with standard therapy only [75]. The number of sonographic BLA correlated well with the radiologic estimate of extravascular lung water. In patients with cardiogenic pulmonary edema, evaluation of BLA and a change (decrease) in their number enables a noninvasive monitoring of response to therapy [24]. BLA are also considered a sign of loss of aeration in critically ill patients admitted to a polyvalent ICU, and monitoring change of aeration in time is a useful technique to orientate recruitment maneuvers and ventilator strategies [76].

A line artefacts (ALA)

ALA are defined as repetitive horizontal artefacts arising from the pleural line. They are generated by subpleural air, which blocks the propagation of the ultrasound beam. The normal lung surface associates lung sliding with horizontal repetitions of the pleural line, in
a phenomenon of repetitive mirroring of the image of the chest wall below the pleural line. A-lines indicate gas (physiological or free). Lung sliding is a to-and-fro movement at the pleural line, synchronous with the respiratory movement. A lines are not always clearly visible, because their visualization depends on the interface, the probe orientation and angle, the frequency and probe used. A-lines may typically be more clearly visible in a condition of free air (pneumothorax) [21], but also in a condition of increased pulmonary air content (severe emphysema or alveolar overdistension in excess of ventilation). However, opposite to BLA, A-lines have no pathologic meaning. For this reason, even without a clear visualization of A-lines, it is decisive a pattern with no lung sliding and no BLA to identify a pneumothorax [77]. Also, in a condition of lung sliding without BLA, even in the absence of clearly visible A-lines, it is possible to rule out an interstitial syndrome. Thus, in practice it is better to speak about an A-profile (absence of BLA) with or without sliding, rather than giving importance to the visualization of A-lines. Of course, in the absence of clearly visible A-lines, the white lung (multiple merging BLA described also in patients with acute respiratory distress syndrome) and a consolidated lung, should be excluded and differentiated from the A-profile.

Open questions

Open questions include the ease with which lung ultrasound utilization will pass from early adopters and point of care enthusiasts to the ordinary provider. Early indications are that like ultrasound visionaries, ordinary clinicians are adopting lung ultrasound at a rapid pace due to its accuracy, ease of use and safety.

Another open question is the effect of protocol driven lung ultrasound use on future expansion and accuracy. Multiple protocols currently exist in lung ultrasound and it remains to be seen if a set of unified scanning protocols can be adopted for the various specialties utilizing ultrasound. Lung artefacts in contrast enhanced endobronchial ultrasound [78] and endobronchial ultrasound elastography have to be encountered [79].

Conclusion

Lung ultrasound, while an innovate application to novice providers, is a well-researched and supported ultrasound subspecialty. Understanding the various ultrasound signs and artifacts encountered in lung ultrasound examinations is critical to correct diagnosis of normal and pathologic states. Clinicians should use the findings discussed within this manuscript as a guide for their own practice and build experience.
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